Autograph Musical Quotation Signed Robyn Alfred
catalogue 65 autograph musical manuscripts and letters of ... - autograph letter signed to his publisher
b. senff in leipzig. 2 pages of a bifolium. octavo. dated braunschweig, september 2, 1860. with integral address
panel. in german. includes a single-bar autograph musical quotation. summer 2011 autograph sale list montagnana books - autograph musical quotation signed. 1898. the german violinist and teacher
(1859-1939) studied with his father, who was a pupil of spohr, and joachim. he was concertmaster in frankfurt,
rotterdam, the hallé, and the boston symphony (1904-1910). bartÓk, bÉla - sibeliusone - autograph musical
quotation from the symphonic poem kossuth, inscribed and signed (“bartók béla”) four bars, found in this form
at figure 15 of the full score, notated in brown ink on a single hand-drawn stave, with an autograph elucidation
of the quotation above the music (“the theme of the hungarian heroes from my “kossuth” spring 2013
autograph sale list - montagnana books - autograph musical quotation signed. 1867. the german violinist
(1835-1892) was a student of ferdinand david and dreyschock in leipzig, and edmond singer and alard. unsold
items for - historical auction 91 auction 91 ... - unsold items for - historical auction 91 auction 91, auction
date: 6/8/2017 ... unsold items for - historical auction 91 auction 91, auction date: 6/8/2017 low high reserve ...
56 pietro mascagni autograph musical quotation signed, 20 april 1907. $500 $700 $500 j & j lubrano music
antiquarians - fine antheil autograph musical quotation from the hemingway bull fight ballet 1. antheil,
george 1900-1959 autograph musical quotation signed and dated 1951. three measures in score from a work
identified by the composer as the hemingway bull fight ballet. large folio (ca. 380 x 302 mm). notated in black
ink on card stock. musical manuscripts by jimmy van heusen swing on a star at ... - important letters,
musical quotations and manuscripts by some of the most influential composers of the nineteenth- and
twentieth centuries. of the 76 lots offered from the collection, 93% found buyers, exceeding the high estimate
for the section by more than $70,000. the top lot of the collection was an autograph musical quotation signed
by pyotr j lubrano music antiquarians - librarylinois - two probably from the same period), an autograph
musical quotation signed, the manuscripts of three lectures on the history of music (undated, probably ca.
1848-1850), and 55 autograph letters and notes signed by bishop, covering a period of more than 35 years.
notes for notes - muse.jhu - guild auction in july 2017. the opera autograph collection includes forty-two
items (letters, photographs, and ephemera) chieﬂy from 1826– 1960, with a focus on the correspondence of
enrico caruso. the wilson music library also acquired a signed autograph musical quotation of massenet’s
hérodiade, a gold and diamond brooch featuring singer celebrating puccini press images - themorgan autograph manuscript (1903) robert owen lehman collection, on deposit ... signed by enrico caruso ... fan
containing musical quotation and autograph of puccini james fuld collection; 284918 program for the world
premiere of the girl of the golden west (la faciulla del west)
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